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Initial Fundraising Plan for 
Cultural Policy Initiatives (Patricia Dewey) 
• AAA Dean's Award (summer 2004) $4,500 
Received as seed grant for research on cultural development in the Pacific 
Northwest. Also supported conceptualization process for CCACP. 
• New Faculty Research Grant (summer 2005) $ t,500 � OcJC) 
Anticipated summer salary support for project on cultural development in 
the Pacific Northwest, which will buy my time away from teaching to 
conduct research-related regional travel. 
• International Canadian Summer Institute (July 2005) approx. $2,000 ;,,.J.tre..d­
Indirect support for my participation in this two-week summer program 
for junior faculty comes from the Association for Canadian Studies in the 
United States (ACSUS) and the UO Canadian Studies Committee. 
Institute sessions focus on Canadian public policy issues and US-Canada 
relations, providing crucial background information for future research on 
comparative US-Canadian cultural policy as well as the Canadian 
component of cultural development in the Pacific Northwest. 
• Oregon Council for the Humanities (summer 2005) $5,000 and $1,500 
Grant application submitted December 2004 to cover research travel to 
Portland, Seattle, and Vancouver in summer 2005. While I realize there is 
significant competition for this grant, I have received the transfer of 
$1,500 for the UO pilot program for external funding proposals through 
submission of this grant application. 
• Oregon Community Foundation (2005-2006) requesting $�,000-'/ /�A�/ 
The grant application (January 2005) introduces the CCACP and requests 
funding for an Oregon Cultural Development Internship project - a joint 
applied research project with a graduate student to conduct a program 
evaluation of the Oregon Cultural Trust. A sub-project for Phase One of 
Cultural Development in the Pacific Northwest. 
• Fulbright Research Grant (will apply in fall 2005) amount uncertain 
I will apply for a Fulbright junior faculty research grant on European 
Union affairs to conduct research on my European Union Cultural Policy 
project in fall 2006. I am beginning various searches to identify 
supplementary funding opportunities for this project. 
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• Wallace Foundation (long-term target) amount uncertain 
We are beginning a relationship-building phase with the Wallace 
Foundation and encouraging their arts program director, Rory McPherson, 
to participate in the STP&A conference. 
• Association for Canadian Studies in the United States (long-term target) 
Potential future funding for Canadian (comparative) dimensions of 
cultural policy and cultural development research. 
• Collins Foundation (long-term target) 
Relationship-building phase. Introductory informational meeting with 
programs director, Cynthia Addams, in December 2004. 
• Other potential external funding targets: 
Meyer Memorial Trust 
Lannon Foundation 
Samuel S. Johnson Foundation 
Lamb Foundation 
Union Pacific Foundation 
Patricia Dewey's Current Fundraising Status: 
Amounts secured to date for CCACP-related research = $,l2,50Q .If !.1; CJ® 
Amounts of grant applications currently under review = $:t7,Q00.:;I� 1
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